CONFERENCE ON
BRITISH STUDIES PRIZE

The Conference on British Studies will award its third triennial prize of three hundred dollars in November, 1966. The prize will be given for the best book published between January 1, 1963 and December 31, 1965, by an American or Canadian scholar. It must be the author’s first book. Its subject must lie either within the field of English History or Commonwealth History. The prize will be awarded by a panel of judges consisting of:

J. H. Hexter, Yale University
A. R. M. Lower, Queen’s University
Sidney R. Packard, Smith College

Enquiries and recommendations should be addressed to the Chairman, Professor J. H. Hexter, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut.

The past recipients of the prize are: Philip P. Poirier, Ohio State University, 1960; C. Warren Hollister, University of California, 1963.
THE BRITISH IMPERIAL EXPERIENCE
Robert A. Huttenback
Here is a highly readable, scholarly, and selective analysis of the events, persons, and philosophical concepts that have altered the character of the British Empire and influenced its governing philosophy. The changing face of both the Dependent Empire and the Empire of Settlement, the scramble for Africa, and the evolution of the imperial organization from Empire to Commonwealth are examined. Coming next fall.

TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITAIN
Second Edition
Alfred F. Havighurst
This compact yet comprehensive survey of British life starts with a chapter on the late Victorian era, to provide an understanding of England in 1900. The next nine chapters bring the reader through socialist Britain after the Second World War. The final chapter views the conservative decade that follows, up through 1961. 498 pages. $7.90

SOCIETY AND POLITICS IN ENGLAND, 1780-1960
A Selection of Readings and Comments
J. F. C. Harrison
This collection of readings from English source material of the period 1780-1960 conveys the flavor of English society since the late eighteenth century and provides an understanding of the problems of the world's industrial civilization. "This selection from 110 sources . . . combines breadth of coverage and originality of material in a way which should make it a welcome addition to undergraduate courses." Choice
482 pages. Paper/$3.75

HARPER & ROW PUBLISHERS
49 East 33d Street, New York 10016
The Early Elizabethan Succession Question 1558-1568
MORTIMER LEVINE

This is the first full study of the critical years of succession history, from Elizabeth's accession to the death of Catherine Grey and Mary Stuart's flight to England. Grave issues were at stake. Would England be Catholic or Protestant? Might there be invasion from abroad, anarchy at home? The succession question deeply affected the diplomacy of the period; it also played a divisive part in English domestic politics, and significantly affected parliamentary history. Among the important questions considered here for the first time are the legitimacy of the Suffolk claimants, the eligibility of an alien to ascend the throne, and the influence of the succession tracts of the period. July. $6.95

The Play Called Corpus Christi
V. A. KOLVE

In this critical study of the Corpus Christi drama, the chief interest is in genre, form, and meaning. The drama held the stage for more than two hundred years, testifying to a remarkable vitality in the form and its detail. The focus of this book is on the Corpus Christi drama as a whole, on the elements essential to the tradition. The author's goal has been to understand the plays in their own time, to discover what a medieval dramatist might have put into his text, and what a medieval audience might have understood in seeing the play staged. He has drawn on popular religious literature contemporary with the Corpus Christi drama and concerned with the same central Christian story. June. $8.50

Order from your bookstore, please

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
ALLAN NEVINS SAID THIS

"A volume of unusual interest and significance both as biography and history. Books on John Bright have been numerous. None has been more important than Mr. Ausubel’s. It is marked by two complementary virtues, depth of research in previously neglected sources, and unflinching candor of statement . . . the book enlarges, rectifies, and freshens our comprehension of a central period of 19th century history."

ABOUT THIS BOOK

JOHN BRIGHT: Victorian Reformer
by Herman Ausubel, Columbia University

Aren’t you anxious
to see a copy?

Order from your bookseller, or

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10016

THE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
Founded 1906

PRESIDENT: GEOFFREY BARRACLOUGH, M.A.

If you are interested in
BRITISH STUDIES
you need the publications of the Historical Association.

The various series:
General — sent free to members three times a year.
Aids for Teachers — Short revision essays.
Helps for Students — Bibliographies and handlists.
The Annual Bulletin of Historical Literature (free to members).
The Journal "History" — Published three times a year (reduced rate for members)

are all well known and highly regarded.
Recent publications include:

G.60 Simon de Montfort
Aids 11. Radicalism and its Results 1760-1834
G.61 Chartism
H.69 Local History Handlist
G.62 Catherine de Medici
H.70 The Use of Medieval Chronicles
Subscription £1 per annum ($3.25) or £1-15-0. with History ($5.25)
Publications also available to non members.

For full list and details of membership, write to
The Hon. Secretary (BS), 59A Kennington Park Road,
London, S.E. 11
June Austen and her Predecessors
FRANK W. BRADBROOK
A study of influences — periodical essayists, moralists in prose, writers of conduct books, earlier novelists, etc. — on Jane Austen's art and views of life.

Dr Bradbrook also shows that she knew something of the 18th century taste for the "picturesque," and sketches her knowledge of and taste in drama and poetry.

$5.95

Education and Society in Tudor England
JOAN SIMON
A reconsideration of English education in the Tudor period, treating educational ideas and actual changes together as responses to a social situation.

The author discusses the 15th century background and humanist innovations, the Reformation and its effect on educational foundations, and the place of education in the Elizabethan age.

$13.50

Georgian Lincoln
SIR FRANCIS HILL
Since Lincoln was a country town, a cathedral city and a trade and industrial centre, its history is in many ways representative of English history as a whole.

This is the third volume of Sir Francis Hill's admirable work.

$15.00

Tudor and Stuart Lincoln
$ 6.50

Medieval Lincoln
$13.50
The Cambridge University Press, 1696-1712
D. F. McKENZIE

A two-volume study of the Press and its activities in the time of Queen Anne — a period when Bentley's *Horace* and the second edition of Newton's *Principia* were among the books published.

The documents on which the narrative of the first volume is based are reproduced in the second volume, bearing testimony to printing and book-trade practice of the time and giving new insights into printing-house design, staff ratios and turnover, training of staff, purchase of types and equipment, maintenance of equipment, compositors' and pressmen's output, wages, press-figures, shared work, book prices, edition sizes, and so on.

All books and other items printed by the Press during the period are listed in a detailed bibliography which gives precise information on each book's production. There is an inventory (with collotype reproductions) of all the types used at the Press, with notes on their design, origin, cost and quantity.

2-volume set $55.00

English Books and Readers, 1558 to 1603
H. S. BENNETT

"Unquestionably the most important book in the field and the most interesting as well," says the *Antiquarian Bookman* of this history of the book trade in the reign of Elizabeth I. $8.50
English Humanists and
Reformation Politics
Under Henry VIII and Edward VI
By JAMES KELSEY McCONICA, Fellow of the Royal Historical Society.
This well-documented work provides a fresh approach to a complex period of
English history. Dr. McConica sees the Erasmian gospel as an essential link
in events and views the English scene from the perspective of a pan-European
movement of humanist reform. While fresh evidence points to a close asso-
ciation with the Continent, it also reveals domestic enterprise of unsuspected
strength. The author shows how a closely-knit group of humanists in court,
university, and professional circles worked for a reformed English church
separate from Rome. $7.20

The Impeachment of Warren Hastings
By P. J. MARSHALL, King’s College, London. One of the most spectacular
crises of conscience through which an imperial power has passed is illustrated
in the trial of a man who had governed India for thirteen years. The author
first examines the way in which Edmund Burke became convinced that the
East India Company had perpetrated great crimes and that its Governor-
General was personally responsible. He then explains why Burke achieved
such striking success with his charges in the House of Commons and fared
so badly in the House of Lords. The latter portion of the book studies the
accusations which actually came to a hearing. Oxford Historical Series. $4.80

The Lacy Family in England
and Normandy 1066-1194
By W. E. WIGHTMAN, British Civil Service Commission. The purpose of this
book is to examine the two branches of the Lacy family that became established
in Yorkshire and in the West Midlands after the Norman Conquest, and to
investigate the part each played in Anglo-Norman history up to 1194. The author
provides a study of the growth and organization of their possessions
in Normandy and England, and compares the running of large estates by two
of the most important baronial families in England during the period covered.
$8.80

The Complete Letters of
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu
Volume 1: 1708-1720
Edited by ROBERT HALSBAND, Columbia University. “Lady Mary is un-
questionably one of the great letter writers of history, a brilliant, vital, bluntly
forthright and clever woman very much worth meeting. Those who did not
make her acquaintance in Robert Halsband’s excellent biography . . . can now
do so in this, the first volume in a complete edition of her letters. Mr. Hals-
band has prepared it with loving care and embellished it with all the most
formidable apparatus of scholarship . . . A book of great interest and con-
siderable charm.” —ORVILLE PRESCOTT, N. Y. Times. Two further volumes
will complete the edition. 7 plates. $13.45
PAST AND PRESENT

A journal of historical studies published April, July, December
"that excellent historical journal, Past and Present"

The Listener, 17 September 1964

"the most valuable historical journals in the western world today are
Past and Present and the French Annales"

Professor Norman F. Cantor in 1965

"Past and Present . . . one of the most valuable historical periodicals
on the market."

J. J. Scarisbrick in The Tablet, 4 September 1965

The December 1965 issue included:
Keith Hopkins: Elite Mobility in the Roman Empire.
Neal Blewett: The Franchise in the United Kingdom 1885-1918.
Terence Ranger: Education in East and Central Africa, 1900-1939.

Forthcoming issues will include:
E. Lourie: A society organized for war: Medieval Spain
J. E. Seigel: Civic Humanism or Cicero\'nian Rhetoric? The Culture of
Petrarch and Bruni
Lawrence Stone: Social Mobility in England, 1500-1700
M. Malowist: The Social and Economic Stability of the Western Sudan in
the Middle Ages
Alan Everitt: Social Mobility in Early Modern England
A. L. Beier: Poor Relief in England during the Personal Rule and Inter-
regnum
W. M. Mathew: The Origins and Occupations of Glasgow Students, 1740-
1899
Roy M. Macleod: Social Policy and the "Floating Population" of the Canal
Boats, 1877-1899
Arnold J. Mayer: Post-war Nationalism, 1918-1919

Recent issues have included:
M. I. P. de Queiroz: Messiahs in Brazil (July 1965)
W. T. MacCaffrey: England: The Crown and the New Aristocracy, 1540-
1600 (April 1965)
Lawrence Stone: The Educational Revolution in England, 1560-1640 (July
1964)
G. L. Harriss and Penry Williams: A Revolution in Tudor History? (July
1963)

Annual Subscription $4.25. Single issue $2.50. Reduced Annual Subscription
for Students $2.50. All past issues available. Payment may be made by
check in dollars or by International Money Order.

Classified Table of Contents free on request

Write: Business Manager

PAST AND PRESENT, Corpus Christi College, Oxford, England
THE HISTORICAL JOURNAL
Editor: F. H. HINSLEY
Contents of Volume IX, No. 1, 1966

ARTICLES:

I. Proctorial Representation and Conciliar Management during the Reign of Henry VIII. By Vernon F. Snow.


IV. The Disintegration of the Kartell and the Politics of Bismarck's Fall from Power, 1887-90. By J. C. G. Rohl.


REVIEW ARTICLES:

1. The Elizabethan and Early Stuart Peerage. By Edward Miller.

2. On Two Traditions in English Political Thought. By Quentin Skinner.

3. Lord Acton's Correspondence with Dollinger. By Herbert Butterfield.

OTHER REVIEWS

Subscription price per volume of 3 parts $7.00
Copies may be ordered from your bookseller or from CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street, New York, N. Y. 10022
RELATIVE DEPRIVATION AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
By W. G. RUNCIMAN

A Study of Attitudes to Social Inequality in Twentieth-Century England. In this account of attitudes toward social inequality in twentieth-century England, the author makes an original contribution both to the social history and psychology of contemporary England and to political theory. Using ideas drawn from social psychology, he shows the extent to which attitudes toward social inequality in the years since the First World War have failed to correspond with the facts of inequality, whether economic, social, or political. He tests and amplifies his analysis through reference to a national sample survey in which a wide range of questions was asked about the conception people have of their own place and that of others in the social structure. In the closing parts of this book, Mr. Runciman argues that it is possible to assess in principle the justice or injustice of social inequalities, and therefore to show how far the attitudes toward inequality which people have, or do not have, constitute a legitimate claim. Mr. Runciman is the author of Social Science and Political Theory. $6.50

from California
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS, Berkeley 94720

A Quarterly Published by Authority of the General Convention
HISTORICAL MAGAZINE
OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH

U.S.A. $1.50 the Copy — $6.00 the Year

A journal of the historical narrative, bibliography, documents and interpretation in the field of the Protestant Episcopal Church and the Anglican Communion.

Order from:
BOX 2247, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767
COLLECTED WORKS OF WALTER BAGEHOT
The Literary Essays
Edited by NORMAN ST JOHN-STEVAS
Walter Bagehot (1826-1877), banker, economist, political thinker and journalist, critic and man of letters, was Victorian England’s most versatile genius. These first two volumes of his collected works — bringing together for the first time everything he wrote of lasting value — present his highly individual, lucid, and penetrating literary criticism. 2 vols. $17.50

SOCIOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
A Centenary Collection of Essays and Articles
By L. T. HOBHOUSE
Introduction by Morris Ginsberg
Commemorating the centenary of the great British sociologist, L. T. Hobhouse, this selection of essays and other writings clearly shows the remarkable breadth of Hobhouse’s interests. His realistic approach to knowledge and his powerful defense of rationalism remain as relevant today as in his own time. $8.00

THE GENESIS OF MODERN MANAGEMENT
A Study of the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain
By SIDNEY POLLARD
In a thorough study of the evolution and practices of industrial management during the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain up to 1830, when the initial phases had been completed, Mr. Pollard focuses on the long-neglected aspect of the problems of the first generation of managers and how it set about solving them. $7.95

THE WAR FOR AMERICA, 1775-1783
By PIERS MACKESY
“An important book that no serious student of the War of Independence can afford to neglect.” — American Historical Review. “This is a major work, conceived on a grand scale . . . a signal triumph in conception and execution.” — William and Mary Quarterly. “A landmark in scholarship . . .” — The N. Y. Times Book Review. Second printing. $10.00
CONCEPTIONS OF SHAKESPEARE
By ALFRED HARBAGE
Mr. Harbage explores the “Shakespearean after-image,” the impact of the man and his works on biographers, critics, actors, directors, theatergoers, and moral philosophers in his own era and thereafter. He shows that successive generations, each with a different perspective, tend to create a Shakespeare of their own. $4.95

KING HENRY IV, PART II
By WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
Edited by A. R. HUMPHREYS
This carefully edited text is based on the 1600 Quarto edition but also gives due attention to the First Folio text. Mr. Humphreys’ informative introduction and notes present the best scholarly opinion on matters of sources, content, style, and leading themes, without overburdening the commentary with expository material. The Arden Shakespeare. $4.50

THE EMINENT TRAGEDIAN,
WILLIAM CHARLES MACREADY
By ALAN S. DOWNER
This biography combines an account of the great English actor’s life and the life of the theater of his day. The book throws new light on Macready’s close friendships with the great literary and artistic figures of his time and re-examines the catastrophic finale to his career, the 1849 Astor Place riot in New York. Coming in July. $7.95

THE REVENGER’S TRAGEDY
By CYRIL TOURNEUR
Edited by R. A. FOAKES
The first full critical edition of one of the handful of Jacobean plays (Shakespeare’s excepted) now generally regarded as masterpieces. The editor presents the text in a modern and readily comprehensible way, while keeping close to the original, and in a comprehensive introduction discusses the play in the light of recent research. The Revels Plays. $4.00

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
MRS. GASKELL
Novelist and Biographer
By ARTHUR POLLARD
In this systematic critical examination of her work, including a biographical survey and summary, Mrs. Gaskell emerges as a figure of some significance in the annals of the English novel and as a writer who clearly deserves rereading today. $5.50

THE LETTERS OF CHARLES ARMITAGE BROWN
Edited by JACK STILLINGER
These lively and entertaining letters, together with related letters and documents, introduction and notes, shed new light on the Keats circle and provide a full portrait of Brown. More than half the material in this complete collection of Brown's extant letters is here published for the first time.

LEARNED LADY
Letters from Robert Browning to Mrs. Thomas FitzGerald, 1876-1889
Edited by EDWARD C. McAleer
Containing sixty-six previously unpublished letters from the Carl H. Pforzheimer library, plus eight others previously published, this book offers one of the best sources for the last fourteen years of Browning's life. Mrs. FitzGerald was a dear friend and a "learned lady." $5.50

THE REVOLUTION OF THE SAINTS
A Study in the Origins of Radical Politics
By MICHAEL WALZER

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
The Journal of British Studies is published under the auspices of the Conference on British Studies. It was founded in 1961 as a result of the imaginative generosity of a Trinity alumnus, Mr. Frederick E. Hasler (Hon. LL.D. 1957). Trinity College and Mr. George M. Ferris (B.A. 1916) have since joined Mr. Hasler to support publication of the Journal.

The Journal appears twice in the academic year, in the autumn and in the spring.

The annual subscription is $5.00. Commonwealth and foreign subscribers may remit by personal check or by check through their bankers, depending on their national exchange regulations.

Checks for subscriptions and enquiries concerning advertising rates should be addressed to the Business Manager, British Studies, Box 1315, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut, 06106.

Correspondence concerning manuscripts should be sent to Professor Willson H. Coates, Department of History, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York, 14627.

Volume VI, No. 1 will be published in November, 1966.

For the convenience of subscribers who plan to have their copies bound, a title page containing a table of contents will be supplied every two years.
ANNOUNCING

Two new volumes that complete the story of the most critical quarter century—the years between 1750 and 1776—in the history of THE BRITISH EMPIRE BEFORE THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

by Lawrence Henry Gipson

Professor Gipson's magnum opus is a series that has already won the Louise First Prize and the Bancroft Prize in American History (both from Columbia University), as well as the Pulitzer Prize in History in 1962.

In Volumes XI and XII he continues the central theme—the contrast and comparison of competing 18th century imperialistic systems, and the vast implications to the English-speaking world of the bitter armed struggle between three empires (British, French, and Spanish) and of its outcome in the Peace of Paris in 1763.

As Samuel Eliot Morison says, "This is an indispensable work of reference, and most readers will be captivated... by the lively reports of this intelligent and humane historical surveyor."

Volume XI
THE TRIUMPHANT EMPIRE: The Rumbling of the Coming Storm (1766-1770). Professor Gipson carries forward the story of the revolutionary movement in the Thirteen Colonies, while highlighting other domestic issues in both Great Britain and America. 23 maps, views, and plans.

Volume XII
THE TRIUMPHANT EMPIRE: Britain Sails into the Storm (1770-1776). Professor Gipson completes his narration of the events that brought the revolutionary movement to a culmination in the open rebellion of the Thirteen Colonies against Great Britain. 17 maps, views, and plans.

Volumes I through X, $8.95 each
Volumes XI and XII, $10.00 each
(Only one volume remains to be published. It will contain historiographical and bibliographical material, and a concluding essay.)

Now at better bookstores
ALFRED A. KNOEFP
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The following articles will appear in forthcoming issues of the *Journal of British Studies*:

J. W. Daly — Could Charles I Be trusted? The Royalist Case, 1642-1646

Carolyn Andervont Edie — New Buildings, New Taxes, and Old Interests: an Urban Problem of the 1670s

A. Z. Freeman — The King’s Penny: the Headquarters Paymasters under Edward I, 1295-1307

Peter Harnetty — The Imperialism of Free Trade: Lancashire, India, and the Cotton Supply Question, 1861-1865

John F. C. Harrison — “The Steam Engine of the New Moral World”: Owenism and Education, 1817-1829


Henry Horwitz — Parties, Connections, and Parliamentary Politics, 1689-1714: Review and Revision

Samuel J. Hurwitz — The Federation of the West Indies: a Study in Nationalisms